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ELECTRICITY CORPORATIONS AMENDMENT BILL 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 3 December. 

HON ADELE FARINA (South West) [5.41 pm]: I will continue my remarks in relation to the Electricity 
Corporations Amendment Bill 2013. Over the years since the 2006 disaggregation, we have heard repeatedly 
Liberal members blame the number of regulatory entities that were created through that 2006 disaggregation 
process for increasing costs within the sector. Yet I find it interesting that despite all of those criticisms having 
been levied over the years, this bill does not eliminate any of those regulatory entities. In fact, this legislation 
establishes an additional regulatory framework, the detail of which we have no knowledge because it is not 
contained within the bill.  

Again, one of the key issues having been identified by Liberal members as one of the problems arising out of the 
2006 disaggregation is not actually addressed in this bill. Yet, again, we see this arrogant government deliver a 
skeletal bill to Parliament where the details are yet to be worked out. The details in the regulations are yet to be 
drafted as the government is yet to determine the form of the framework. The government is calling on us to pass 
the bill, but it cannot tell us the detail of the regulatory framework it is proposing because it has not worked it out 
yet. The Minister for Energy cannot say how much the merger will cost because the government has not 
prepared a business case or any other financial analysis. It has not worked out the regulatory framework or how 
it will work at all. The Minister for Energy also cannot say how much money the merger will save, despite cost 
savings being one of the stated objectives of the merger.  

I would think that if a government were putting a bill forward to the Parliament arguing for a re-merger on the 
basis that it would save costs, it would be able to detail what those cost savings would be. However, the minister 
has repeatedly said he cannot say how much money will be saved, while in the same breath asserting that 
hundreds of millions of dollars will be saved, without providing any evidence to back his assertion. The truth is 
that the minister does not have a clue. Members are being asked to pass a bill without understanding what we are 
passing or its implications. I think that is of great concern and it should be of great concern to all of us.  

We are being asked to support a bill that delivers a re-merger of Synergy and Verve without knowing how it will 
work and, indeed, if it will work, simply because the work has not been done. This is lazy and incompetent. The 
government believes that it can treat the institution of Parliament, its members and the community with contempt 
by using its superior numbers in this place to push this bill through the Parliament without providing members 
with the information they need to properly assess the bill. The way the government has managed most legislative 
programs, and in particular the way the government has handled its legislative agenda with this bill, illustrates 
the inherent imperfections in our system of government, when the government controls both houses of 
Parliament. Introducing skeletal legislation with the details of policy yet to be worked out, and using its superior 
numbers to then pass it, treats both the Parliament and the community with contempt.  

Our system of government requires a government, when introducing a bill into Parliament, to clearly articulate 
the details of the bill, its implications and the government’s policy position. The full framework proposed and its 
detail should be clearly set out in the bill in order for it to be a good law. When becoming members of 
Parliament, we swore an oath to make good laws. That means when we are making the laws, we actually need to 
understand them. We need to understand what their implications will be when implemented. Yet, we are being 
denied the opportunity to do that with this bill because we simply have not been provided with information or 
detail. In addition, the government needs to provide Parliament with evidence to support its policy position when 
it introduces a bill through the Parliament. Again, we see that we have got absolutely no information to support 
the government’s policy position on this bill. It is only when the Parliament has the detailed information about 
the bill that supports it that we can sufficiently be informed to scrutinise it. A government that introduces a bill 
into this place without providing information or allowing parliamentary members the opportunity to properly 
scrutinise the bill it is seeking to enact undermines Parliament’s role. It is something that we should be working 
very hard to guard against.  

In this instance, the government has failed at every level. It has failed to articulate the policy of the bill; it has 
failed to articulate the detail in the regulatory framework of the bill; and it has failed to present any evidence in 
support of the bill and its policy on the matter. The government has failed to be open and transparent, despite 
having repeatedly said that it would deliver greater transparency and openness than any government before it. It 
has failed to consult and failed to do the work necessary to bring a complete bill into the Parliament. It is for 
these reasons that I cannot support the bill. As members of Parliament, we simply do not have sufficient 
information to reasonably consider and scrutinise the scheme the government is proposing. The government 
cannot tell us because it simply has not done the work it needed to do in presenting the bill to Parliament. The 
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government, in my view, needs to take the bill back and perform its duty by carrying out its responsibilities to 
the Parliament and community by completing the work it should have done in preparing this bill. Once it is 
complete, bring the bill back to the Parliament.  

I refer members to columnist Gareth Parker, who understands this matter. He understands the role of Parliament. 
In his column in The West Australian of 31 October, titled, “In the dark on power games”, he states — 

This columnist cannot see how any MP could in good conscience take a vote on the Bill given the 
complete paucity of detail on its operations and implications. 

He then goes on to state — 

But vote on it they will — after the Government used its superior numbers to rush in the Bill — to meet 
an artificial deadline set by the Premier and because the Liberal Party does not demand of its executive 
any higher standard. 

He concludes by saying — 
It’s a hell of a way to make decisions about $1 billion of taxpayer-owned electricity assets, and a further 
$1 billion of private investment in the industry. 

As members of Parliament we have an obligation, which we swore an oath to uphold; that is, to make good laws, 
as I said previously. If Gareth Parker can understand what our role is, it is imperative that all of us come to grips 
with what our role is to ensure that those standards are met in this place. I call on members to prove Gareth 
Parker wrong. We need to send a message to him and the community that we understand our responsibility; that 
we take it seriously and will vote against the bill’s second reading. We should demand that the government does 
its work before bringing bills into this Parliament.  

The steady decline we have seen in this place in the quality of bills that are presented is of great concern. It is 
time that we stood up and said that this was enough. Ministers need to do their work properly before they bring a 
bill into this place. Hon Simon O’Brien certainly showed his mettle when he was a minister and he withdrew the 
Occupational Licensing National Law (WA) Bill 2010, acknowledging that it was a skeletal bill that should 
never have been presented to Parliament until the detail had been worked through and specified in the bill itself. 
We already have some precedent whereby a minister has stood up and said this is not acceptable, and 
Parliaments need to know what they are passing when they consider a bill. In my view, this bill warrants exactly 
the same fate as the bill I mentioned.  

Members will be aware that it is the opposition’s job in the second reading stage of a bill to consider the policy 
and principles of the bill. The Leader of the House said in his second reading speech on the bill that it is intended 
that the merger of Synergy and Verge Energy would achieve cost efficiencies and reduce corporate overheads in 
the merged business. The minister then failed in his second reading speech to explain how much money will be 
saved and how much the merger processes will cost. As I said previously, without this information, it is 
impossible for members to determine and scrutinise whether the bill delivers the stated intent.  

In response to persistent questioning from the media and in calls for financial analysis to be released, the 
Minister for Energy declared some time ago that the government had done extensive financial modelling but that 
this could not be released before the re-merger was debated. This was an extraordinary statement. Apparently the 
government has done extensive financial analysis, but it cannot release that until the re-merger has been debated. 
Surely that information should be made available while we are debating the proposal so that we can assess the 
merit of the proposal that has been put to us—so much for this government’s transparency! It begs the question: 
what does the government have to hide; and, if it has done the extensive financial analysis, why not release it? 
We are seeing again and again this government treating the community and this Parliament with utter contempt. 
This is the house of review and the government has an obligation to release evidence on which it relies in 
advancing this and any other bill it brings before this house. If the Leader of the House wants to facilitate the 
passage of the bill through this place, he should persuade the Minister for Energy to release the financial analysis 
that has been undertaken. We need the information in order to properly assess and scrutinise the bill. In the 
absence of that information being provided, I suspect this will be a very long process.  

In answer to questions in the other place, the energy minister said he could not say what gains would be 
delivered from the merger but he could say they would be huge. He says they are huge, but cannot articulate 
exactly how large those gains will be. According to the minister, he cannot explain how large those gains will be 
because under the current system Synergy cannot look at Verve’s contracts and Verve cannot look at Synergy’s 
contracts. He said that until we put them together through this re-merger, we will not know what will be 
achieved through the re-merger, because currently they cannot talk to each other and they cannot then perform 
any assessment of what improvements will be achieved through the re-merger. I find this explanation 
extraordinary in light of the energy minister’s statements that extensive financial modelling has been done. It 
begs the question: how is it that the extensive financial modelling has been completed by government, if the 
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minister is also telling us that Synergy and Verve cannot talk to each other and cannot look at each other’s 
contracts and therefore cannot work out how to optimise their performance? Surely both of those statements 
cannot be correct. The government cannot say on the one hand that it has completed extensive financial 
modelling and to trust it, this will work and there will be huge gains as a result of the re-merger, and on the other 
hand say that it cannot tell us the magnitude of those gains because these two companies cannot talk to each 
other and cannot determine the scale of the benefits that are going to be delivered. In addition, I understand that 
the boards of Synergy and Verve were merged on 1 June. If Synergy and Verve cannot talk to each other, yet 
their boards were merged on 1 June, I would be really interested to find out what the merged board has been 
talking about because they cannot talk about Synergy or Verve, according to the Minister for Energy. None of 
this makes sense. It also begs the question: how is it that the Verve and Synergy boards were merged into one 
board on 1 June if this legislation has not yet passed Parliament and the passage of this legislation is critical to 
enable those two entities to talk to each other?  

The Leader of the House has a lot of explaining to do in his reply to the second reading debate, because none of 
this makes sense. There are inherent inconsistencies in everything that has been said by the Minister for Energy. 
I think the opposition and the community deserve some explanation about the situation. Has the government 
undertaken extensive financial analysis; and, if yes, how was it done, especially if Verve and Synergy cannot 
talk to each other? How can the Minister for Energy make a statement that there will be huge gains yet he cannot 
tell us how much those gains will be? How does the government determine the gains will be huge if it cannot 
assess the quantum? It simply does not make sense. I certainly hope that the Leader of the House will enlighten 
us on those issues.  

The energy minister has talked up the gains to be made from a re-merger as being huge but, as I said, he is not 
able to provide any evidence to support the statement he has made. The Economic Regulation Authority does not 
agree with the minister and has heavily criticised the re-merger, saying it will discourage future private 
investment, reduce competition tension, reduce transparency and increase the need for regulatory oversight. 
According to the ERA, the re-merging of Verve and Synergy would not result in higher combined profits and 
would reduce competition and therefore deliver higher power prices for customers. Under this government, 
customers have been slugged with enormous power price increases over the last five years in the order of 70 per 
cent. I am sure that everyone in the community, rightly, would be very concerned to learn that this merger could 
result in further increases in power prices after having already been slugged with a 70 per cent increase in the 
cost of power.  

On the issue of corporate overhead savings from the re-merger, the ERA says this will amount to less than $3 for 
a typical household’s electricity bill. Although ministers might be reporting this as significant, when members 
look at the ERA’s assessment of a saving of $3 on a typical household’s electricity bill, I do not think we can 
refer to that as significant. Frontier Economics conducted an independent assessment of the proposed merger and 
concluded that none of the claims made by the government stand up to scrutiny. It said that a re-merger would 
weaken prospects for competition from the private sector as well as assign greater responsibility for energy 
security to the state. Frontier Economics also expressed the view that there would rightly be less investment in 
infrastructure, eventually leading to a poorer network. We have encountered those problems in the past and we 
have not completely resolved those problems in terms of the quality of the network, particularly in regional WA, 
and we do not want to take a step backward in that regard. If the re-merger is going to deliver that sort of 
outcome, this Parliament and the community have a right to understand the scale of that. Frontier Economics 
assessed the re-merger savings at an amount of about $5 per customer. The ERA assessed the saving at $3 for a 
typical household’s electricity bill and Frontier Economics said it could be as much as $5 per customer. Frontier 
Economics also says that the inefficient practices that would result from a re-merger would drive up power 
prices because there would be less competition, so any savings that were achieved through corporate overheads 
would be lost in inefficiencies that would come through the system as a result of the re-merger.  

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm 

Hon ADELE FARINA: Before the dinner break I was explaining that both the Economic Regulation Authority 
and Frontier Economics have stated very clearly that there is no evidence to support the government’s assertions 
about the benefits that are going to be delivered by the proposed re-merger of Synergy and Verve. This evidence, 
and the absence of any contrary evidence from the government, serves yet again to emphasise why members 
should not support this legislation. Substantial evidence has been provided by economic commentators in the 
community and in industry to show that the re-merger will not deliver the benefits that the government asserts it 
will. The government has been unable to provide any evidence at all to support any of the assertions it has made 
in that regard. When we look at the bill in that context, we can see that there is no basis at all on which members 
can reasonably go forward and support it. 
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I turn now to the issue of price rises. I read with interest the Minister for Energy’s comment in the other place 
that this government will not jack power prices up any further. This is an extraordinary statement for the minister 
to make, given this government’s recent history in jacking up power prices by about 70 per cent. Given the views 
that have been expressed by economic experts about what the re-merger of Synergy and Verve will bring in 
terms of increased power prices, I do not know how the Minister for Energy could make such a statement with 
any credibility. Time will tell whether the minister is able to deliver on the promise he has made to not jack up 
power prices any further; however, if the re-merger proceeds, then based on the evidence provided by economic 
commentators, the cards are stacked against the minister being able to deliver on that promise. 

The government acknowledges that the re-merger of Synergy and Verve will result in giving the re-merged 
entity some expansion of its market power. Economic commentators have stated the view that this re-merger will 
result in delivering to the merged entity a significant expansion of market power, and that delivering an increase 
in market power will not facilitate private investment and competition in the marketplace. This is a factor that 
any economics 100 student will be able to explain to members of this place; we cannot bring about a re-merger 
of Verve and Synergy, provide the merged entity with an expansion of market power, and argue that the re-
merged entity is going to drive competition and entry of the private sector into the market. It simply is not going 
to happen. The government needs to explain whether the reform of the energy sector it is embarking on is 
intended to facilitate private investment and competition; and, if it is, how it is going to be delivered by a re-
merger that delivers an expansion of market power to the re-merged entity. That simply does not make sense.  

The energy minister has acknowledged that one of the objectives of the 2006 disaggregation was to decrease the 
market share of Synergy. He also acknowledges that, to some extent, this has been achieved. Having 
acknowledged this, it makes no sense for the minister to propose that this Parliament undoes what has been 
achieved and takes a step backwards by re-merging Synergy and Verve. Acknowledging the expansion of the 
market power the re-merger will deliver to the new entity, the government is proposing a range of measures to 
manage this and increase competition pressure on the new merged entity. One of these measures is ring-fencing. 
The government is proposing that after re-merging Synergy and Verve, it will conceptually split these into 
generators and retailing. From the arguments presented by the Minister for Energy in the other place, the retail 
people will not have access to the generation contracts and the generator people will not have access to the retail 
information. Somehow this will facilitate competition. Hon Ken Travers explained this as creating Chinese 
walls. I suspect to a large extent that makes it a bit easier to explain and understand what is being proposed but I 
suspect that what is being proposed is more complex than just establishing Chinese walls, and it is likely to fail. 

Having criticised the 2006 disaggregation regulatory framework as being too complex and thereby hindering 
competition and investment by the private sector, the government is now proposing a regulatory framework that 
is just as complex, if not more complex, than the 2006 framework. The energy minister in his explanation goes 
on to say that a wholesale section will stand between the retail section and the generation section and that the 
framework is intended to provide for the government to set a transfer price that will be cost reflective, which 
automatically means increases in prices. The re-merged entity will take that transfer price and offer it to the 
merged entity’s retailer section, which will then proceed to market it, and at the same time offer it to the private 
sector, thus enabling the private sector to purchase the power at the same price as its retail arm and sell it off into 
the market. The government is arguing that that will facilitate the competition necessary to deliver private sector 
investment.  

We do not know whether what has been proposed is achievable and whether it will be sufficient to facilitate 
competition and private sector investment. Why do we not know that? Because the government has not tested the 
theory and if it has, it will not release any information about the outcome of that assessment which again begs 
the question: why? What is the government hiding? Why is the government not being transparent with this 
information and allowing this Parliament and the community to assess the proposal? After criticising the 2006 
disaggregation regulatory framework for being complex and stifling competition and private sector investment, 
the government is proposing a regulatory framework that is equally complex and has not been tested. In addition, 
it is failing to eliminate any of the regulatory entities that it says drove up costs as a result of the 2006 
disaggregation. On this analysis of the bill, members cannot be confident that the bill will deliver the stated 
outcomes, especially the outcome of delivering cost effective electricity.  

I would like to touch on two other aspects. The proposed regulatory framework will allow the Minister for 
Energy to approve arrangements for the wholesale trading of electricity by the merged entity. So much for the 
Liberals’ policy position allowing the free market to do its thing; we are now putting that in the hands of the 
Minister for Energy to make the decisions. We do not know how the Minister for Energy will be making those 
decisions because this is not detailed in the bill. We are told it will be in the regulations when the government 
has worked out how it will make it work. How much of that detail will be prescribed in the regulations and how 
much of it will be left to the minister’s discretion is not known. Parliament does not get an opportunity to 
consider this and to have a say on it.  
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The second matter I want to raise is the provision in the bill that provides that civil penalties may be imposed on 
the merged entity. The proposed civil penalty regime is intended to appropriately penalise the merged entity for 
noncompliance with the regulations. This is a clear acknowledgement by the government that it is not confident 
that the regulatory framework it has proposed will work. Of equal concern is the fact that the bill, again, does not 
detail the civil penalties; it simply provides that civil penalties may be prescribed in regulations. Again, it is not a 
requirement. Parliament has no detail of what breaches the regulation penalties will apply to. Further, Parliament 
does not get a say on the quantum of the penalties to be imposed.  

We are told that the civil penalties will be imposed on the merged entity and not on individuals working or 
making decisions within the entity. The issue is that if the quantum of a civil penalty is not sufficiently 
substantial, there is a risk that it will be accepted as a cost of doing business, and that is something that 
Parliament should be concerned about. If it is not set at the right level, it does not provide that deterrent factor to 
ensure that competition is provided in the marketplace and that the merged entity complies with the regulations. 
The government needs to explain to the Parliament when civil penalties will apply—that is, for what 
noncompliance of the regulations a civil penalty will be imposed and the quantum of those civil penalties. That 
pretty much sums up my initial views of the legislation.  

I take this opportunity to comment on some of the other contributions that have been made in this debate. I 
particularly commend Hon Jacqui Boydell and Hon Martin Aldridge for being the only government members 
prepared to contribute to the second reading debate and put their opinions on the record in this place. Both 
members indicated the need for reform of the energy sector and their support of the bill on this basis. However, 
neither member identified the problems with the sector and how the bill will address or rectify those problems. I 
do not criticise them for not doing so because that would be setting them an impossible task. If the Minister for 
Energy cannot explain the problems and how this bill will address those problems, we cannot expect other 
members of Parliament to stand in this place and deliver that explanation.  

In respect of the contributions made by Hon Jacqui Boydell and Hon Martin Aldridge in supporting the bill, I do 
not understand how they can have any confidence that the bill will deliver what the government has stated the 
bill will deliver. The government has not provided any explanation of how that will be achieved, how it has been 
tested and how it is confident that it will deliver the results it is saying will be delivered. In expressing concern 
about the need for the sector to be reformed, neither member identified what those reforms should be or how this 
bill will address those reforms. We are yet to hear in this place an argument by the government about how this 
bill will fix the problems in the energy sector. With no detail on the regulatory framework and no evidence 
provided by government, it is impossible to conclude that the bill will fix the problems. Certainly, key industry 
stakeholders have all criticised and opposed the re-merge of Synergy and Verve. The government’s own 
commissioned reports have not advocated in favour of a re-merger. Experts in the field have cautioned against 
going down this path and highlighted the disadvantages of doing so. In light of all this evidence and concern, it is 
extraordinary that the government is pushing ahead with the bill regardless.  

Hon Jacqui Boydell and Hon Martin Aldridge rightly commented that the 2006 disaggregation does not deliver 
all the intended reforms. This is acknowledged, and it is also acknowledged that the process was costly. 
However, it is important to put on the record that industry, government and the opposition all agreed at the time 
that the cost was a necessary investment in reforming the industry. It is pointless to stand up in this place now 
and say that it was a very expensive process and it should never have been embarked on. The reality is that the 
government, opposition and industry all supported the proposal, the disaggregation and the cost of that process.  

Hon Martin Aldridge talked about the hypocrisy in this debate. I am more than happy to talk about the hypocrisy 
in this debate. The Liberal Party voted in favour of the 2006 disaggregation of Western Power yet now criticises 
the Labor Party for having done so.  
[Member’s time extended.] 
Hon ADELE FARINA: Hon Martin Aldridge has criticised the opposition for being hypocrites. I point out that 
the hypocrisy sits on government benches, because in 2006 Liberal Party members, as members of the 
opposition, supported the disaggregation of Western Power. It is pointless now to criticise the Labor Party for 
having gone down that path. I also point out the hypocrisy of the Liberal Party, which demanded as part of the 
passage of the 2006 disaggregation bill that the then Labor government not increase electricity prices but which 
now criticises the Labor Party for honouring its commitment not to increase electricity prices. The Liberal Party 
is now trying to blame Labor for increases in electricity prices that have occurred under this government. The 
Liberal Party cannot have it both ways; it needs to accept its role in those decisions.  

The premise of Hon Martin Aldridge’s argument seems to be that given the cost of the 2006 disaggregation and 
the fact that it did not deliver all the stated reforms, Labor has no right to comment on the current bill. 
Hon Martin Aldridge ignores the fact that the former Labor government engaged in an extensive six-year reform, 
review, studies, analysis and extensive consultation with industry which led to the 2006 disaggregation of 
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Western Power. The process was transparent and everything was laid bare on the table for review, analysis and 
independent scrutiny. Industry and the then Liberal opposition supported the 2006 disaggregation. The same 
cannot be said about the bill currently before us. Industry is opposed to the re-merger. Experts, including 
government-commissioned reports, have not advocated in favour of the merger; in fact, many have strongly 
argued and cautioned against it. The government has provided no analysis or business case to support the re-
merger and the minister cannot explain how much it will cost and what the cost benefits will be. We do not know 
if the re-merger will work and it cannot be assessed because we do not have the detail. The government has 
provided no information in support of the bill because it simply has not worked out that level of detail.  

One lesson we should learn from life is not to repeat mistakes and to learn from them and apply that knowledge 
in making better decisions in the future. We should not be ploughing ahead with the re-merger without assessing 
or determining that it will work and deliver the stated benefits. In the absence of this, I do not understand how 
any member can support the bill.  

Hon Jacqui Boydell raised concerns about proceeding with the bill before knowing the outcome of the current 
and detailed review of the structural aspects of the electricity market. Hon Jacqui Boydell is absolutely right. It 
makes no sense to plough ahead with this bill at this time when the government is undergoing an extensive 
review of the electricity industry. One would think that the government would want to know the outcome of that 
review so that it could assess the bill against the outcomes of that review and to ensure that what was being 
introduced made sense and was going to deliver the results that the government was seeking. It just beggars 
belief that we find ourselves in the position we are at this point in time. The Electricity Corporations Amendment 
Bill 2013 is skeletal in nature. The government has not clearly articulated its policy on the bill and has failed to 
provide any evidence to support the proposed framework being advanced and how it will work.  

Members, we were elected to this place to make good laws for this state. We cannot make good laws if we do 
not know their implications. Clearly, in the case of this bill there is no way we can make those judgements 
because we simply do not have the evidence before us to make those decisions. It is fine for the government to 
choose to bury its head, not contribute to the debate and use its superior numbers in this place to pass the bill, but 
the government has a responsibility to the people who elected it to the government benches to provide that 
explanation and transparency so those assessments can be made. The government has a responsibility to actually 
legislate for the good of Western Australians. It needs to be able to reassure the community that this bill will 
deliver the objectives the government says it will, otherwise it is going to find itself, six years down the track, 
having spent a huge amount of money and not having achieved the intended outcomes. The minister 
acknowledges that the 2006 disaggregation delivered some of its intended objectives, but now proposes to undo 
all that, take a step backwards, re-merge it and then create some Chinese wall situation with a very complex 
regulatory framework while saying that that, somehow, will open up competition and private sector investment. 
It will not. I think any member who takes some time to carefully consider what is being proposed will come to 
the conclusion that there are real problems with it. We do not have sufficient evidence that this will work and 
deliver the results the government says it will. If the government sits in this place and criticises the 2006 
disaggregation decision, then it needs to seriously look at what it is proposing at this point in time because the 
clear indication is that the government is heading down exactly the same path. If it is undertaking a review of the 
sector, then common sense would say to wait until it has the outcome of that review to determine whether this is 
the best course of action.  

The second reading speech states very clearly that this is one part of a broader reform of the electricity sector, 
but we do not know what that broader reform is, what shape it will take and how this bill, if passed by this 
Parliament, will fit into it. It makes sense to hold off and wait for that review to put everything in context 
and then actually be able to say to the Western Australian people, “We have looked at all this, we have done 
all the assessment, here it all is,” and be transparent about the proposal. That is the very least a government could 
do.  

I urge members opposite to really consider what they are doing with this bill and to provide answers to the 
questions raised by members on this side of the house, commentators in this area and the community. The 
government simply cannot just put its head down and keep ploughing ahead, using its numbers in this place. At 
the end of the day, people are going to send the government a very loud and clear message and boot it out of 
those government seats. The party that holds the government seats has an obligation it needs to honour.  

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Liz Behjat): Before I give the call to the Leader of the Opposition, I take 
this opportunity to remind all members in the house of standing order 25. I know that it is becoming late in the 
year and that it has been a long year and members perhaps sometimes are forgetting themselves. However, 
standing order 25 states that all members, when entering or leaving the chamber, shall make obeisance to the 
Chair. I think we need to remember these rules by which we govern ourselves. 
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HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan — Leader of the Opposition) [7.54 pm]: The opposition’s 
opposition to the Electricity Corporations Amendment Bill 2013 is based on the fact that the bill is underdone. 
There is no evidence of the policy objectives that the government set out in its second reading speech. In the 
second reading speech, right up-front, the government states — 

It is intended that the merger of Synergy and Verve Energy will achieve cost efficiencies and reduced 
corporate overheads in the merged business. The merger is the first step of a broader reform process, 
with the aim of promoting an efficient electricity market that delivers cost-effective, reliable and safe 
electricity for consumers. 

The policy objective is set out further in the second reading speech — 

The government is committed to sustained private sector participation in the electricity sector. To 
achieve this, the merged entity must be subject to regulatory constraints. The amended act will allow 
regulations to be made to segregate certain functions within the merged entity. Under these regulations, 
some functions within the merged entity will be subject to ring-fencing, a transfer pricing mechanism 
and protocols governing the flow of sensitive information.  

Further, the second reading speech states that the minister will have the regulation-making power to put all those 
things into effect, but does not put before the house the detail of what those measures will be. No information 
has been provided to the house on how the savings that the second reading speech told us this bill intends to 
achieve will be realised.  

There is no support for the bill. There was no consultation in the lead-up to the decision to set us on this policy 
path. There is no stakeholder support. There has been no policy development that reflects the decision to set us 
on this policy path. In summary, it is a bad bill, it is underdone and we will not support it. 

This is also, of course, a broken promise, but it is not just any old broken promise. We have heard in this house 
before about the other 40 or so broken promises that might be described as run of the mill. This is a broken 
promise in the context of a great deal of public policy work in this space in the government’s first term and the 
expenditure of a great deal of public money to create that policy work, in particular on a framework for the 
energy sector built around the opposite of what we have before us tonight. That policy work was done with 
consultation, with the support of the sector, and it was canvassed widely, as opposed to what is before us in this 
bill, which is based on none of that; in fact, it is the complete opposite. Unfortunately, in the energy space under 
this government, it is part of a pattern of random ad hoc mixed messages coming from the government on reform 
in the energy sector. It is a sector in which the very nature of the investment, both by government and the private 
sector, is a contribution to our economy, and the nature of our economy is such that safe and secure reliable 
sources of energy are absolutely essential and a major cost point within much of our large resource industry. Of 
course, as an essential service to citizens of the state, it is a sector in which stability, certainty and no surprises is 
the best path for all to take. Hon Jacqui Boydell in her contribution last night shone a bit of light on some of that, 
which I will come back to further in my comments.  

Some of my colleagues referred to some of the policy work that was done by the previous government. It is 
worth going through that to demonstrate the randomness of the legislation that is before us and the policy 
decision behind it. Members have referred to what is colloquially known as the Oates review, which is the 
“Verve Energy Review” in August 2009. Chapter 13.4, “A whole of sector strategy incorporating climate change 
is urgently needed”, sets out the context for this review, which was to look at and respond to the government’s 
concern about the performance of Verve in particular, and to provide advice to the government on what it should 
consider, given the view of the government that Verve’s financial losses over the previous three years had been 
such that the government needed to take further action. The review tells us that the sector has a significant 
number of players, state and private sector participants, as well as various regulatory bodies each with their own 
views, but there is a lack of clarity at the strategic and policy level. It states — 

It is recommended that the State develop an updated and unified policy and strategy to guide the sector, 
its regulators and its State owned enterprises through this challenging and uncertain period.  

This is urgently required, needs very strong coordination and leadership and should involve broad 
industry involvement and consultation.  

It needs to incorporate a detailed review to determine the most appropriate way for the sector to respond 
to the CPRS and RET schemes. This needs to consider:  

• The likely gas supply arrangements to support the reliability and security of supply in the 
electricity system, both in terms of quantity and timing required to meet likely peaking demands. 
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• Issues in gas supply, including storage and potential means to secure gas at more competitive 
prices.  

• Scenarios relating to the status, timing and cost of generation technologies to address climate 
change. Different transmission scenarios might also be considered. 

• The likely range of impacts on electricity supply and demand including the impact of renewable 
energy and the pricing of carbon and the impact on networks.  

• The suitability of the commercial and market arrangements in electricity and gas to meet the 
expected challenges. This would need to include electricity market, gas market arrangements and 
network pricing and augmentation strategies. 

• The requirements of State entities to meet the expected challenges. 

• Organisational arrangements proposed to meet the plan.  

Various scenarios need to be considered ranging from the maintenance of the current largely coal fired 
base load generation environment, to an environment with significantly increased utilisation of gas and 
full compliance with renewable energy targets within the SWIS. The full implications in terms of 
operating costs, new capital expenditure, the stranding or early retirement of current plant and 
ultimately the impact on the price of electricity need to be modelled and evaluated. The impact on the 
value of the State’s investment in both Verve and Synergy also needs to be evaluated under all 
scenarios.  

This will provide the State with a basis for deciding on the most appropriate way forward for the sector, 
revising market mechanisms as necessary, and providing policy direction to Verve and Synergy with 
respect to their role and constraints, and to put in oversight mechanisms to enable a rapid response as 
circumstances change.  

In stable circumstances it is a relatively straightforward matter to develop a view of generation and 
network developments needed to achieve objectives for cost effectiveness and reliability.  

The review then goes on to note —  

However, climate change and renewable policies, the current international credit situation, the outlook 
for gas price and availability, resource sector expansion and state funding priorities and limitations 
combine to produce a very uncertain environment.  

My point is that if the government takes all of those things that exist at any one time and then adds a random 
decision-making process that is not based on any of the very methodical steps and scenarios that have just been 
set out in that report, it will add chaos into the system. The review continues —  

Quite different development scenarios emerge depending on assumptions about each of these, some 
with significant consequences for the sector and State assets.  

It is appropriate that the State develop coordinated policies and priorities for certain key issues—for 
example: The level of funding provided to, and the level of risk taken by, State owned entities; 
transmission priorities in a capital constrained environment; etc. Funding for transmission is a key issue 
because it involves potentially large investments which can facilitate or inhibit developments across all 
resources in a geographical region.  

In the absence of guidance or direction, all parties, public and private, will make decisions based on the 
prevailing rules and regulations.  

The review goes on to state, in chapter 13.5, “Market design issues need to be addressed” — 

A series of issues have been identified with the market arrangements. It is proposed that the market 
design be reviewed with a view to: 

• Increasing the certainty that new capacity will be presented to the market when required. 
• Defining the incentives in the market designed to improve the efficiency with which reliable 

capacity is made available. 
• Opening up the market to all generators and DSM, to improve the efficiency and spread the 

load currently carried by Verve. 
• Improving the mechanisms to enable a better response to emergency situations. 

This will involve changes to the market rules and there may be some resistance. To be effective this 
process may need to be driven more directly than as provided under the current rule change process. 
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Implementation may require sponsorship at a high level to implement this change in an acceptable 
timeframe.  

This is saying that when we make policy changes that impact on market design, we need to do that in a 
methodical way.  

The report states in chapter 13.6, “The question of structure needs to be resolved” — 

The underlying policy question 

The following three structural options were considered: 

• Merger of Verve and Synergy 

• Retention of the existing structure 

• Reorganisation into two or more vertically integrated entities, by dividing generation and 
customers between them.  

The concept of creating a number of State owned gen-tailers would involve significant restructuring and 
change. For the present this review — 

This review was published in 2009 — 

is focussed on the current priorities including market redesign and the response to climate change. 
Consequently further analysis has been focussed on the other two options. Neither of these options will 
create a situation which will preclude introduction of gen-tailer(s) or similar structures through 
organisational or financial means in the future. 

The decision to merge Synergy and Verve versus leaving them as separate entities is a key Government 
policy question.  

That is why the review was very keen to set out that in taking the position it was taking on such a key 
government policy question, it needed to be done in a methodical way, and the sector needed to be brought along 
in the process. It continues — 

This review can only seek to address this question by articulating the broad options and their potential 
implications. There are broadly two philosophies guiding the policy decision. The choice is between a 
more ‘directed’ model and a more ‘competitive’ model.  

A directed model generally entails significant Government involvement in investment, planning and 
operations, including the configuration and timing of new plant investments. While this approach 
provides greater input into the direction of the industry, it generally means that the State will need to 
accept more of the risk associated with the investments made. In a strongly directed model this involves 
the State ultimately underwriting much of the investment, whether it builds and operates the plant itself 
or gets the private sector to build and operate plant underwritten through long term supply contracts.  

The merger option is more consistent with directed models and with systems where Government 
enterprises play a significant and continuing role. This is because generally a large scale State 
generation entity is used as the vehicle for much of the directed investment in the system, and its pricing 
and volume risk can be managed more effectively if it has a direct route to market through its own retail 
customers. If the investment decisions are correct and if the State enterprises are run efficiently, they 
can achieve good levels of cost efficiency, although the lack of vigorous competitive pressure in parts 
of the market which are not subject to competition (for example the franchise market) can make this 
difficult to achieve and strong performance management frameworks need to be established and 
enforced.  

Part of the problem with the legislation before us is that we do not know what the strong performance 
management frameworks will be. The report continues — 

A competitive model emphasises competition and private sector risk participation in the fuel, wholesale 
generation and retail elements of the supply chain in order to drive efficiency. Retention of separate 
entities is more consistent with this model. It does not give the State the same level of control over 
system configuration or day to day operations although it still has an important but less direct role. The 
State provides the legislative and regulatory framework and has backstop powers in an emergency. The 
model requires reliable and efficient access to private sector risk capital and well-designed market 
mechanisms, which drive efficient investment decisions intended to deliver an optimised configuration. 
Operational competition in both generation and retail promote cost efficiency. The level of State risk 
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associated with long term obligations is generally less with this model. The State is only exposed to the 
extent that it participates directly in retail or generation operations in the market. 

The report goes on to state that, internationally, there are examples of both models working and both can provide 
reliability and cost efficiency. The point I think they are making is that this path is not a silver bullet; it is not 
guaranteed to achieve the objectives we are told in the second reading speech that the merger will achieve. It 
continues — 

In the case of Western Australia it is a decision between two hybrid options at different points on this 
scale, given that for the foreseeable future the State will own the largest participants in both the 
generation and retail sectors — 

I will come back to that because I wonder whether that is the government’s intention — 

and a fully directed model is no longer possible since 60% of demand is contestable and it is not 
realistic for this to be reversed.  

The report then goes on to canvass the options, including retaining Verve and Synergy as option 1. Under 
“Option 2: Merger”, the report states on page 47 — 

Under this option Verve and Synergy would be merged into a single gas and electricity retail and 
electricity generation company. It would be the largest business in the SWIS and WEM. The solutions 
to the current challenges outlined in sections 13.1 to 13.5 would remain the same except that the 
Vesting Contract would not be required, although an appropriate transfer pricing regime would be 
needed for price protected customers to ensure transparency.  

Bear in mind, this was written in 2009. To continue — 

This option would automatically resolve the matter of the displacement of State assets and reduces the 
associated risk of over-investment in the system—though it would not impact the risk of third party 
generators creating excess system capacity.  

Hon Marty Aldridge, I think it was, last night referred to the excess capacity already in the system — 

Aggregation of the balance sheets would reduce the potential impact of any adverse retail competition 
trends on the State retailer because it would be directly linked to a much larger balance sheet with 
greater shareholder equity. A merged entity would automatically have a full view of its financial 
position and outlook through the elimination of the Vesting Contract with its netback provisions. 

Once established the entity would continue retail and generation operations, and would compete in the 
market up to its generation capacity cap, though it would be free to continue retail competition above 
this threshold unless artificially constrained. The merged entity would secure generation capacity in the 
event that private sector risk capital is not forthcoming. 

There would be some savings associated with the amalgamation of support functions. This is estimated 
at $5m per year. There may also be some benefits available through the operational optimisation of the 
merged entity’s expanded generation portfolio which would comprise Verve’s assets and Synergy’s 
contracted generation. 

This point has been made by my colleagues already. The Oates report refers to an estimated $5 million a year in 
savings back in 2009. We know that the government says that there is no business case to share with us, but I 
hope the minister can outline for us what kind of savings projections the government is working on. I do not 
accept that the Premier does not have a savings figure in mind. If he does not, that makes this even worse than I 
think it already is. I am anticipating that he has some notion of what this re-merger will generate in savings.  

The report goes on — 

Other retailers in the market are currently relatively small but developing. Verve has been selling 
electricity to these retailers in competition with Synergy and this has supported the development of 
retail competition. Further activity of this nature between the merged entity and private retailers would 
be expected to largely cease. The possibility of Synergy contesting Verve against private sector 
generation when plant is retired under the suggested revised displacement arrangements would also 
effectively cease—although under the suggested revisions to the schedule the level of wholesale 
tendering would be much lower for the next few years, limited largely to the incremental growth in the 
total market. 

Synergy currently has long term contracts with other generators and Verve currently has long term 
contracts with other retailers. This introduces a potentially significant distortion into the operation of the 
competitive market because the merged entity would effectively be dealing with its own competitors. It 
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also gives rise to a need to implement processes and systems to ensure that sensitive competitor 
information is not passed between the entity’s generation staff and its retail staff. Due diligence on such 
contracts and specific legal advice would be required to clarify this matter. 

This is the area about which the government says that that is right and that action needs to be taken to support 
those things, but it cannot say what the action is right now. The report goes on to state — 

Competitors who have entered the market since reform may claim they have done so with a long term 
intent to grow their position in competition with the State entities and others. The actual and/or 
perceived reduction in retail and wholesale competition will likely result in criticism from the private 
sector — 

That is certainly the case — 

both from aspiring generators and retailers and from some customers and the organisations which 
represent them. There is a risk that this change in the model will be seen as a sovereign risk matter.  

But here we plough ahead with the legislation — 

Without substantive constraints it is likely that over time the level of private risk investment in the 
sector will be lower.  

That is why it is really important that we see the detail of what those substantive constraints will actually be 
under this legislation. The report continues — 

The generation business already has a capacity constraint but the retail business has no market share 
constraints. The competitive and private risk investment impact of a merger could potentially be 
mitigated to an extent, if specific measures were taken to further constrain its dominance and to 
proactively support the aggregation of viable loads such that the private sector can assemble bankable 
projects for viable scale plant in the small Western Australian system.  

We need to see what those specific measures are as well, and they are not before us. In summarising this section, 
the report states — 

The fundamental challenges and uncertainties identified under the terms of reference can be resolved by 
implementing the recommendations relating to the development of a strategy to respond to climate 
change and the gas market, adopting cost reflective tariffs in the contestable tariff sector, deferring FRC 
at least while these changes are made, adopting the proposed logic to the displacement schedule, 
making the delivery of load balancing and ancillary services a sector wide obligation with mechanisms 
for commercial compensation, resolving anomalies in the Vesting Contract and refining the various 
market rules to address barriers to cost effective competition, reliability and the attraction of capital.  

There the report sets out the series of steps; nowhere does it say “and merge” — 

The main issues which differentiate the two structural options are longer term system-wide cost 
efficiency and the level of support provided by the State to the industry, especially in the medium to 
long term as the system grows and significant further capital investment is required. The key issue for 
the State to consider is the degree of direct control it wants over future investment decisions and 
operations across the sector.  

It is often argued that cost efficiency in generation and retail operations is best promoted by 
competition. The argument has merit if the market promotes genuine competition—although in theory a 
well run monopoly or dominant provider can achieve high levels of operating efficiency if subject to 
very effective regulation supported by strong performance management frameworks. 

We have the promise of effective regulation, but we do not have the detail. The house is being asked to make a 
decision that all the expert policy developers in the field say should be taken only if those two things are in 
place—that is, very effective regulation supported by strong performance management frameworks. The report 
continues — 

Though a merged entity would be protected with respect to the franchise market, it would still face a 
degree of competition in the contestable sector (forecasted to represent 64% of SWIS energy by 
2014) — 

I wonder whether that is still the forecast now in 2013 coming up to 2014, and I would not mind if the minister 
had additional information he could provide on that — 

where a limited number of new entrants have emerged. 
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It is considered that a merger will ultimately give the State greater control over the industry, although it 
would generally be expected to reduce competition and result in a greater level of State sponsorship and 
risk capital support. 

Except that the second reading speech states that the government is committed to sustained private sector 
participation in the electricity sector. What we heard last night, particularly from Hon Jacqui Boydell, is that the 
government is committed to much greater privatisation. That is the language she used last night. 

Hon Peter Collier: I think we know what she meant. 

Hon Kate Doust: No, we don’t. 

Hon Ken Travers: Do we? 

Hon SUE ELLERY: I am going to ask the Leader of the House. 

Hon Peter Collier: Divested to the private sector. 

Hon SUE ELLERY: I hope that that is right, and I will ask the Leader of the House to clarify the government’s 
position on that, but I will get to that point. 

Hon Ken Travers: So are you privatising or not? 

Hon Peter Collier: No. 

Hon Ken Travers: So what did she mean, then? 

Hon Peter Collier: I will go through it in my response. I will have plenty of time. 

Hon SUE ELLERY: I have plenty of time, too. The report continues — 

Retaining separate entities and adopting policies which promote increased retail competition while 
maintaining an environment where wholesale competition is becoming effective should, in the medium 
term at least, provide for an ongoing reduction in the level of State sponsorship and risk capital 
support—while providing a security mechanism for procuring capacity in the currently constrained 
capital market. 

In the short term both options will likely have a similar level of cost effectiveness given that the plant is 
already installed. Implementing the various recommendations outlined above should increase the 
effectiveness of the market and bring about a more efficient system than currently in place. 

Except that we do not have information before us demonstrating that the government is implementing, and in 
what form it is implementing, the recommendations outlined in the report that it commissioned in 2009. 

I think the point was made by WA Labor’s shadow energy minister, Bill Johnston, in 2012 in a statement he put 
out that highlighted why Labor agreed with the industry players about the future of the energy market. He 
said — 

Private sector investment liberates the State Government from needing to borrow to build power 
stations. 
Since disaggregation, there has been an investment boom in generation capacity. 40% of our power is 
now generated privately. 

This means the State Government has not had to borrow money to build these power stations. 

That obviously means more money for others. The Oates report, which I have just referred to, found that that had 
saved taxpayers around $1 billion. His statement continues — 

The risk moves from WA taxpayers to private investors. 
When a private sector investor establishes a power station, they need to find their own customers to 
accept the financial risks. Previously, the tax payers of WA accepted all the financial risks in the 
system; now we share those risks with the private sector. 
A free system encourages innovation 
One of the big advances in the disaggregated system is the use of “co-generation” plants that use the 
wasted heat from industrial processes to generate electricity. This innovation is the direct result of the 
market forces unleashed by disaggregation.  
It is … not surprising to see that renewable energy industry also find it easier to work in the 
disaggregated system—it favours innovation. 
Competition restrains prices. 
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Naturally, much of the costs in the system are relate to capital, labour and fuel. However, private 
investors who have a “bankable” project are encouraged to sell at their lower marginal costs into the 
free market. 

There are, therefore, bargains available. It goes on — 
Since disaggregation, the “STEM” market has seen the wholesale price fall by 50% for “spot” 
electricity. 
… you can’t run the whole system on “spot” prices, but this is part of encouraging innovation. 

Bill Johnston made the following point — 

On the one hand you have The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, The Chamber 
of Mines and Energy of Western Australia, the Energy Supply Association of Australia, and the 
Sustainable Energy Association. 

On the other side of the debate sits the Premier, alone in his views, without any supporting ideas or 
analysis.  

The Premier was therefore ignoring the policy work that his government had commissioned. 

After the Oates report came the substantive work on developing the strategic energy initiative. Some of my 
colleagues have touched on this already, but I am not sure that they have canvassed the extent of the work. For 
example, the supporting material behind the eventual release of “Strategic Energy Initiative: Energy2031” tells 
us in the document from the directions paper of March 2011 — 

Energy2031 is being developed through extensive consultation with industry and community 
stakeholders where opinions, ideas and comment are actively sought and considered. The release of this 
Directions Paper marks the second major milestone in the process of developing the Strategic Energy 
Initiative. The timetable for the development of the Strategic Energy Initiative is outlined below. 

Of course the strategic energy initiative was the document that was to set for the next 20 years the government’s 
parameters and the government’s framework for secure, reliable and cleaner energy. The extent of that process 
that the government went through, as opposed to the lack of process that the government made leading to this 
bill before us tonight, was as follows. An issues paper was released in December 2009—therefore, after the 
Oates report—and called for submissions, which closed in April 2010. A program of regional and industry 
consultation occurred between March and July 2010, and then the directions paper was released in March 2011. 
Further detailed economic modeling occurred between December 2010 and April 2011, and a regional and 
industry consultant program occurred between March and April 2011. A call for submissions on the directions 
paper closed on 6 May 2011, and the “Energy2031” final paper was to be released mid-2011. Audits of the 
progress towards implementation would be done annually from 2012, and a review of the themes, strategies and 
plans would occur triennially from 2015. That was a very extensive process set out for the purpose of coming up 
with a 20-year plan. The key themes that went behind the broad, suggested policy agenda over the next 20 years 
were to address the main issues facing the energy sector in Western Australia. That is what this process of 
consultation was about. I will read from the directions paper — 

Each theme is supported by one or more proposed medium to long-term strategies, each with an 
objective targeted at two or more of the Energy2031 goals. 

The Government recognises that change in the energy sector for Western Australia relies not only on 
strong commercial players but also a strong policy agency that can develop and promote the appropriate 
policy, regulatory and advisory instruments to implement this strategy. Resources for the policy agency 
will need to be promoted through the State’s budget processes.  

The government is saying that, in order to manage change in the energy sector, it will have to have a strong 
policy agency—not the Premier, not one person, but a strong policy agency—to develop and promote the 
appropriate policy. The directions paper was also to look across the supply chain, including the source, the 
transmission, the market, the efficiency and the consumer. All the feedback that was to be gathered through that 
extensive consultation process was to be considered in developing final recommendations for the government in 
deciding on its long-term policy direction.  

That is a pretty extensive process, and that was the forum and the mechanism within which the government 
should have canvassed the examination of a potential merger and all the issues that the Oates report 
recommended should have been methodically worked through to achieve a final policy position. That is the 
process that the government should have used to bring before the house a piece of legislation directed at re-
merging two of the major government energy sector entities in Western Australia; but, of course, that is not what 
happened. 
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During the course of the consultation, the strategic energy initiative project leader, Dr Paul Biggs, developed a 
PowerPoint presentation to talk people through the process, what the government’s objectives were, and what the 
government was looking to achieve through the re-merger process. He identified four strategic goals in that 
presentation and described them as a “balancing act”. The first goal is secure energy—sufficient to meet 
demand, efficient infrastructure, diverse primary fuels and minimum price shocks. Oops; the government failed 
on that last one. The second goal is competitive energy—transparent, stable, market based, competitively priced 
and attractive to investors. The third goal is reliable energy—high-quality, minimal disruption, fit for purpose, 
equitable service standards, emergency management and recovery plans. The last goal is cleaner energy—good 
environmental stewardship and minimised emissions.  

It is within these strategic goals that the government should have flagged that it wanted to canvass the re-merger 
of Verve and Synergy and to go back on the disaggregation of those entities. That is when the government 
should have canvassed that issue—right there, smack bang in the middle of its strategic goals. 

Hon Peter Collier interjected. 

Hon SUE ELLERY: Very good. 

It seems to me that if the government wanted to re-merge Verve and Synergy—which has clearly been the 
Premier’s intention all along—and to bring the sector along with it and provide the stability that is important 
because of the size of the investment and the importance of the sector, that is the point at which it should have 
set out that process. 

I referred earlier to the consultation milestones of this project and the invitation for submissions. Of course, 
organisations and peak bodies did, indeed, provide submissions to the government. I went through an extensive 
list, more than a page and a half, of organisations, individuals and industry players who made submissions to the 
process. I want to talk about some of them because I want to see where, in these submissions, anybody said, 
“Please Mr Premier, could you re-merge Verve and Synergy?” The first submission I looked at was submitted by 
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia in May 2012, headed “Strategic Energy Initiative 
Directions Paper, Submission, CCI Advocacy—May 2011”. It states — 

Planning for our future energy infrastructure is also important, but this needs to form part of a wider 
strategic plan for the economic development of the state. Long term strategic policy goals are all too 
often created in isolation—or not considered at all. Energy, being such an important part of our 
economic development, should form the basis for longer term planning around issues such as water, 
project approvals, taxation, and labour and skills shortages.  

It was making the point that major policy decisions in the energy space need to be part of long-term planning, 
not knee-jerk reactions. It also went on to state — 

CCI would like to see the final recommendations arising from the SEI — 

The strategic energy initiative — 

used within a broader strategic planning framework for the State. Broader planning and coordination of 
government policy to achieve economic growth and development is lacking in Western Australia. As a 
result, policy risks become increasingly inconsistent with a growth and development objective. 

As energy is core to growth, the SEI should be used as a platform for the development of a longer term 
framework for growth and development in WA. For instance, there are growing links between energy 
and water resources given high water usage in electricity generation and the growing use of energy-
intensive desalination.  

The CCI was saying that any decisions and planning need to be part of a broader plan, not a one-off brain snap, 
if you like. 

The key submissions were from Synergy and Verve. The Synergy submission was headed “Strategic Energy 
Initiative: Synergy’s Response to the Directions Paper, 6 May 2011”. Under the heading “Vision Development”, 
it states — 

• The planning, analysis, audit and framework development proposed in many of the strategies 
will require significant work by Government and energy stakeholders and will require rigorous 
governance, especially at the business case analysis stage. 

No business case on this legislation has been put before us. It continues — 

Consideration will need to be given to resourcing and funding requirements within the energy 
portfolio for each aspect of the proposal as constraints will impact project outcomes and 
timeframe delivery;  
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• The Directions Paper lists a large number of recommendations, both short and long term, for 
achieving the energy vision. It is important that the next phase of the project costs and 
prioritises these and seeks input from key participants. 

Oops! It continues — 
• Energy2031 is a high level blueprint 

I accept that. It is a big framework, but it is certainly the case that even though it is a high level framework, 
whether or not Verve and Synergy are aggregated or disaggregated is a pretty core policy component that one 
would think needs to be canvassed in the process of putting that framework together. The Synergy submission 
continues — 

• Energy2031 a high level blueprint—further development of the recommendations from an 
implementation perspective is required. Stakeholders need to know how, when and by whom 
each proposal will be delivered.  

• Stakeholder engagement is essential to ensuring that the project delivers the most appropriate 
outcomes … 

• Unclear policies pose a risk to stakeholders. It is important that policies are unambiguous and 
impartial so that Western Australia attracts and retains both energy sector and general industry 
investment.  

It is making the point that unclear policies are a risk. It is our view that the bill before us is a classic example of 
an ambiguous and clearly partial policy. No regulations and no business case are before us, but we are asked to 
jump in and vote for the bill anyway.  

Verve’s submission congratulated the Office of Energy — 
… for diligently proceeding with the Strategic Energy Initiative following the initial phase of 
consultation on the Issues Paper released in 2010. The absence, for many years, of a consolidated 
strategic energy policy document has been of concern to industry and the Directions Paper is a 
progressive step in resolving this. 

Verve makes the point that the absence of a strategy had been a problem and we know what its view was when 
this thought bubble appeared in the policy space.  
The Chamber of Minerals and Energy of Western Australia also made a submission and it reiterated the point 
that we needed — 

… State energy policy which provides a transparent regulatory and investment environment for the WA 
energy sector—a sector which has experienced significant change in structure and size in recent years.  

There is nothing transparent about this process or the outcome. Again, no regulations and no business case have 
been put before us. The Chamber of Minerals and Energy goes on — 

To support the full application of the Energy2031 framework, the final policy must include an 
implementation plan which identifies a timeline, agency accountabilities for its recommendations, and 
an industry consultation process. 

If we want to end up with a sound policy position, we have to follow a methodical process, and that has not 
happened in this case. The submission continues — 

CME also supports annual audits of progress towards implementation, and regular reviews of the 
strategies for ongoing transparency. These regular reviews should incorporate energy supply and 
demand forecasting to ensure the data is available allow policy to keep pace with development. 

I was interested to read the submission made by the Parliamentary National Party of Australia WA and that was 
submitted by—I do not know whether she still holds this position—Hon Mia Davies, party secretary, 
Parliamentary National Party of WA. I looked at the submission of that part of the government team to see 
whether the National Party is calling for the merger. This is part of its submission — 

The PNP submits that a complete audit of the transmission. and distribution system, energy sources, 
energy users, and energy generators should be undertaken to quantify the current and future challenges 
of energy production and supply in Western Australia. To this end we support the following objectives 
and strategic goals outlined in the SEI DP, with additional comment: 

It goes on to list what it wants, which is — 
• The completion of Western Power's investigation of edge-of-grid solutions … 
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• The identification of long-term network infrastructure needs of the State and plan investment 
to promote the efficient sizing and location of infrastructure … 

• A review of current requirements for back-up generation fuel supply and generation capacity 
… 

Nowhere does it say, “Please, Premier, could you re-merge Verve and Synergy?” The summary states — 

One of the greatest challenges facing the energy sector in Western Australia is the uncertain state of our 
energy distribution and transmission network. To that end, the PNP submit that the Government must 
complete an audit of the transmission and distribution systems, energy sources, generators and users 
should be undertaken to assess the current and future challenges our energy sector faces. This audit 
must specifically identify long-term infrastructure needs of Western Australia both in terms of replacing 
ageing life-expired infrastructure and modernising in order to determine and reduce costs for future 
investment and remove barriers to new market participants. 

The National Party said the way to do this is to do an audit in a methodical fashion to address this range of 
issues. However, that is not what happened in the development of the bill that we are debating tonight. 

Other government agencies which made submissions to the strategic energy initiative include the then 
Department of Regional Development and Lands. The “Strategic Energy Initiative: Directions Paper” of March 
2011 states — 

RDL was represented on the Inter Agency Group … that was formed in 2010 to progress the Strategic 
Energy Initiative … RDL supports the intent of the document, and in particular, its four strategic goals 
of providing secure, reliable, competitive and cleaner energy.  

It is saying again that the way to set out plans for the future is to do so methodically.  

The Department of State Development’s submission said that it supports the principles to guide energy policy 
articulated in the directions paper, and in particular — 

Government will intervene in energy markets only to the extent necessary to ensure public safety and to 
address demonstrated market failure.  

The Department of State Development’s submission further states — 

Energy policy and regulation is sufficiently predictable to support personal and business investment 
decisions, while flexible enough to address the impacts of technological, social, economic, 
environmental and national policy changes. 

That supports the position I made earlier that we need to provide certainty and predictability. The approach to 
take is one with no surprises, particularly in a sector of such importance.  

The directions paper, which outlines the four strategic goals I have referred to, states — 

A focus on secure energy may give priority to proven fuels and technologies, but these may be high in 
carbon … or may encourage extensive regulation … 

It continues — 

Maximising reliability requires considerable investment in backup facilities or rarely-used capacity … 

Prioritising competition may foster low cost suppliers using carbon-intensive fuels or inefficient 
technology … Competition may encourage ‘cherry-picking’ of profitable customers that can lead to 
stranding of assets (loss of security) or State retailers being left with less profitable customers. 

The principles the directions paper sets out include — 

Markets with efficient regulatory frameworks are the preferred mechanisms for the supply of energy 
and the associated infrastructure and services. 

If the principles that are set out in that high-level document are applied to this legislation, this legislation fails the 
test, because we do not have before us the detail of anything described as efficient regulatory frameworks.  

The other principle the directions paper sets out states — 

Government will intervene in energy markets only to the extent necessary to ensure public safety and 
address demonstrated market failure. 

It continues — 

Energy policy is developed to align with State economic, environmental, social and development 
policies. 
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State energy policy complements and enhances national energy policy settings to advance Western 
Australian interests. 

Energy policy and regulation is sufficiently predictable — 

That is the point I make—it is sufficiently predictable — 

to support personal and business investment decisions … 

Energy policy responses to economic, social and environmental imperatives must be balanced, with the 
Strategic Energy Initiative objective and goals being the key determinants of necessary trade-offs in the 
public interest. 

The strategy document released in August 2012 canvassed optimising private sector participation in energy 
markets. We are told in the second reading speech of the bill that that is one of the key policy objectives to 
sustainable private sector involvement in the markets. That is one of the policy objectives. What does the final 
paper of the strategic energy initiative say?  

Hon Amber-Jade Sanderson interjected. 

Hon SUE ELLERY: Hon Amber-Jade Sanderson, it canvasses how private sector participation is optimised in 
energy markets, but my point is that given this high-level document could be as specific as talking about how we 
optimise private sector participation in energy markets, that is the point at which the government says, “By the 
way, this is what we are thinking of doing.”  

The final document is “Strategic Energy Initiative: Energy2031: Building the Pathways for Western Australia’s 
Energy Future”.  

Hon Peter Collier interjected.  

Hon SUE ELLERY: I wish the government had followed it!  

The document reads — 
Strategies towards effective and efficient energy delivery 
Optimise private sector participation in energy markets 
Over time develop regulatory frameworks that minimise the need for Government involvement and 
intervention and promote private sector participation — 

This was released in August 2012. When the government said “over time”, do members think it meant eight 
months, because that is what it was until we had the Premier’s announcement that he was going to re-merge 
Verve and Synergy. The document states that that would be done over time — 

for example through: 

• Regularly reviewing the role of Government as an active and direct participant in the State’s energy 
markets. 

That means regularly reviewing the role. There was no review here; a decision was made some 31 days or so 
after the state election that this was what the Premier intended to do.  

The other way that, over time, regulatory frameworks should be developed that promote private sector 
participation is by —  

• Influencing Commonwealth regulation of taxation and other incentive arrangements to encourage 
increased private sector investment. 

• Advocating for greater recognition of Western Australia’s circumstances in Commonwealth 
regulatory frameworks and assistance programs. 

But the key point is that this document foreshadowed one of the things the second reading speech tells us is the 
policy objective of this bill; that is, how private sector participation can be optimised in energy markets. But the 
way the document advises to do it is in a methodical, well-thought-out and timely fashion. The document states 
that the role of government should be regularly reviewed as an active and direct participant in the state’s energy 
market, and that is not what happened. That is not how this bill came before us.  

That document was released on 28 August 2012, and the media release of the then energy minister, Hon Peter 
Collier, states — 

Energy Minister Peter Collier today released the Strategic Energy Initiative, Energy2031, which is the 
blueprint for the long-term development of the energy sector in Western Australia.  
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Critically, what is stated in that media release is that — 

“Energy2031 aims to provide industry and the community with clarity about the sector’s direction and 
the future framework for State Government policy.  

That is a good thing, and it reflects entirely all the work that had been done in developing “Energy2031”, except, 
of course, that we know on 10 April—eight months later; one month after the state election, during which no 
reference was made to the prospect of merging Verve and Synergy—the Premier announced his intention to 
remerge Synergy and Verve, incorporating none of the methodical, careful planning and extensive consultation 
or bringing the sector with it. It incorporated none of the things recommended by all those people who had been 
consulted during the development of the strategic energy initiative and none of the components provided by 
Mr Oates in the review done in 2009—none of that. Instead, on Wednesday, 10 April, under the heading 
“Changes to machinery of Government” was — 

• Changes to Government departments to streamline and improve operations 
• These arrangements will deliver better government in a range of areas 

• West Australians will benefit from better service and greater efficiency 
Premier Colin Barnett today announced sweeping changes to a range of Government departments which 
will improve the delivery of services to the Western Australian community. 

Chief among the proposed changes is the merger of Verve and Synergy. 

I do not know if I would describe such a radical step in the energy sector as being part of a suite of changes to 
the machinery of government. It is not the same as merging the functions of the Department for Communities 
into the Department of Local Government. It is not the same as moving science into the Department of the 
Premier and Cabinet.  

Hon Kate Doust: Jeez; and that’s had a big impact, hasn’t it? 

Hon SUE ELLERY: It is not the same. The merger is a serious economic decision with serious commercial 
ramifications. To suggest that it is part of a way of bringing government departments together is, I think, to 
understate the importance of it.  

I will turn to the report by Frontier Economics that some of my colleagues have also referred to. The relevance 
of the Frontier Economics report is not so much the report itself, although it is an important document; rather, it 
is interesting to note what Frontier Economics is and for whom it has done work. I hope that when I remind 
members opposite of that, they will say, “Oh, yes, we should listen to what they say.” Of course, Frontier 
Economics is the company that assisted Malcolm Turnbull to put together his position on the emissions trading 
scheme. It is also the company that did the costing and policy development work for the federal Liberal Party, 
when it was in opposition, on its direct action policy. Frontier Economics worked closely with Greg Hunt and 
the team of what was then the Liberal federal opposition to develop the work that they then took to the election 
and are now in the process of implementing. Therefore, Frontier Economics is not our friend; it is the 
government’s friend. I think it is important that members opposite listen to what Frontier Economics had to say. 
Of course, my colleagues have already made clear to the house that Frontier Economics was commissioned to do 
this work by the independent—where is its name? 

Hon Stephen Dawson: It’s on the front page. 

Hon SUE ELLERY: Indeed; I should read the front page! The report was prepared for the WA Independent 
Power Association Inc. Frontier Economics — 

… found that when compared against the key public policy objectives sought by government, the 
disaggregation of Verve and Synergy is not a significant factor in explaining issues that have become 
matters of policy concern. It is not responsible for increasing prices, nor is it a factor in the poor 
financial performance of either Verve or Synergy. Indeed, to the extent that Verve’s generation plant is 
relatively old and high cost compared to other plants, then the relative under-use of Verve’s generation 
capacity relative to that of other plants is an efficiency-enhancing outcome … 

It is therefore unlikely that the re-aggregation of Verve and Synergy will achieve public policy 
outcomes that are of interest to the government. Moreover, there is a strong likelihood that the re-
aggregation could lead to worse public policy outcomes. This is not because vertical integration is bad 
per se, but rather because of the specific context in which the re-aggregation would take place. 

Frontier Economics in its report went on to state — 

The main factors explaining the poor financial performance of the state-owned enterprises, and Verve in 
particular, in the period between 2004/5 and 2008/9 were:  
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• increasing underlying costs of supplying electricity, particularly fuel costs for generation, in 
the absence of corresponding increases in retail tariffs;  

• the effects of the Varanus Island explosion, and the resulting gas shortage … 

• performance issues with Verve’s plant … 

None of those things, although I might take issue with some of them, is related to or associated with vertical 
separation. The report also states — 

The main point of difference between WA and other jurisdictions is that both competition and the role 
of the private sector appear to be much more of a work in progress in WA. In particular, both 
competition and private sector investment have been reliant on specific measures, given the presence of 
dominant state-owned entities. These specific measures have included, in addition to the vertical 
disaggregation of Verve and Synergy, the use of the Displacement Mechanism, caps on Verve’s 
capacity, and moratoria on investment by Synergy into generation and by Verve into retail. In 
particular, the Displacement Mechanism provided a clear route to market for IPPs: A number of IPPs 
were able to invest in generation capacity following their successful participation in the Displacement 
Mechanism. Coming after the discontinuation of the displacement mechanism, the re-aggregation of 
Verve and Synergy would remove an important “prop” that has contributed to such developments in 
competition and private sector participation as there have been since the initiation of the reform process.  

Various reviews have commented on the outcomes achieved to date. The main conclusion that can be 
drawn is that competition and private sector investment are still a work in progress, particularly in 
retail. The Economic Regulation Authority, for example, has observed that under the arrangements 
initiated through the reform process, some $2.6 billion had been invested in new generation capacity as 
at 2010 … This has resulted in a significant change in the generation mix. Since the commencement of 
the reform process, Verve’s share of generation capacity has fallen from close to 90 per cent to below 
60 per cent. In large part this can be attributed to the prohibition on Verve investing in generation 
capacity in excess of 3,000 MW. Since the commencement of the reform process, Verve’s capacity has 
not increased materially … while there has been significant investment by IPPs, including Alinta, 
Griffin and NewGen.  

Frontier Economics’ report goes on to ask, “Has vertical disaggregation led to inefficiencies” and “Has vertical 
disaggregation led to an inefficient use of Verve’s capacity?” It goes on to canvass a range of other matters. The 
point that Frontier Economics makes quite clearly is that it is unlikely that the reaggregation will achieve the 
public policy outcomes that the government intends to achieve. From the opposition’s point of view, we want to 
be convinced how the government thinks it can meet the policy objectives it has set itself in the second reading 
speech when all of the evidence says the process it has used to get to that point is flawed and we do not have the 
detail of how the government will put in place the regulatory protections to ensure that the system can meet its 
optimal requirements.  
My colleagues have already outlined the responses of the key players once the announcement was made in April 
of the Premier’s decisions to re-merge, and I will not re-canvass those. However, I want to canvass what the 
government took to the state election, because it is one thing for us to talk about the need to provide certainty to 
the sector, which is really important, but what did the government say to the people of Western Australia about 
what it would do in this space? It is not as though the government said nothing. It had the Liberal Party energy 
policy, which is titled “Ensuring securing and supply of energy in Western Australia to ensure the continuing 
social and economic growth of the State.” It reads — 

The Liberal Party is committed to ensuring the viability, growth and competitiveness of Western 
Australia’s energy sector. Western Australia’s energy industry plays a major role in driving the state’s 
economic development and contributing to the community’s high standard of living.  

The policy document identified the challenges over the next 20 years. They included — 
• Meeting customer requirements of reliable and safe energy supply while ensuring the price of 

energy remains affordable  
• Ensuring improvements in energy efficiency as a means to reduce energy consumption and 

greenhouse gas emissions without limiting economic growth  
• Replacing ageing energy infrastructure and ensuring new infrastructure is available to meet future 

demand  

If that was meant to be code for “by the way that includes considering merging Verve and Synergy”, I think the 
government needed to make it a bit clearer.  

The final challenge is — 
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• Incorporating a greater proportion of renewable energy sources into the grid.  

What did the Liberal Party promise the people of Western Australia it would do if re-elected? It promised to — 
• Commit an additional $30million over the next term of Government to complete Round 5 and 

commence Round 6 of the State Underground Power Program  
• Extend the Cost of Living Assistance payment to households subject to on-selling arrangements, 

such as retirement villages  
• Improve reliability of supply by continuing to invest in key infrastructure upgrades  
• Construct the Bunbury to Albany gas pipeline  
• Improve security of fuel supply ensuring that the State has a stable and competitive long-term 

supply of both coal and natural gas for electricity generation  
• Reduce cost pressures — 

This is what the government promised would be achieved through the merger — 
through a combination of increased fuel supply options and competition, changes to market rules 
and improvements to the operating efficiency of Government owned trading enterprises. 

If that dot point was code for the merging of Verve and Synergy, the government needs to make it more explicit. 
It continues — 

• Continue support for renewable energy technologies including solar, wind and wave.   
The policy document then sets out the detail of each of those dot points. The dot point that I think takes us 
closest to what is code for the merger of Verve and Synergy is the commitment to reduce cost pressures. I say 
that because the policy document also states —  

• Provide a greater level of scrutiny on both the expenditure and the operating efficiency of 
Government owned trading enterprises, namely Verve Energy, Western Power, Synergy and 
Horizon Energy.  

I do not know how we can read into the words “provide a greater level of scrutiny” that it means the bringing 
together of Verve and Synergy. 

The policy document also states —  

If re-elected the Liberal Government will reduce electricity cost pressures through competitive fuel 
supply, changes to market rules and improvements to the operating efficiency of Government owned 
trading enterprises in the energy sector.  

A re-elected Liberal Government will modify the Market Rules … 

The government is doing that; it is modifying the market rules. But it should have made explicit that it wants to 
do that by the merger of Verve and Synergy. I think that was the Premier’s intention all along. If we look at the 
history of the Premier’s comments, that is clearly what he wants to do. So why did the Premier not have the 
courage to tell the people of Western Australia in the election that that is what he intended do? Why hide behind 
the weasel words—if that is what they are—in this policy document, which says, “We will make it more 
efficient, we will modify the market rules, and we will look for improvements in the operating efficiency of 
government-owned trading enterprises”? Why not say directly, “And the mechanism by which we will do that is 
by merging Verve and Synergy”? 

I will start that paragraph again— 

A re-elected Liberal Government will modify the Market Rules to address emerging issues which have 
the potential to increase electricity costs, including addressing the process for determining additional 
generation capacity requirements and demand side management contracts. 

We will reduce — 

The government has done that, because it wants to make the two bodies into one — 

the number of regulatory and oversight bodies responsible for monitoring the State’s electricity industry 
thereby reducing administration and regulatory costs and streamlining decision making processes.  

In fact, given the government’s objective of ring-fencing and making sure there is transparency in the operation 
of the merged entity, it will probably need to do more rather than less.  

That was the policy that the Liberal Party took to the election. But that is not what happened. Hon Sally Talbot 
made the point last night that literally 31 days after the election, we had the announcement by the Premier, under 
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the cute headline “machinery of government’, that the government was going to put the Department of 
Communities into the Department of Local Government, and put science into the Department of the Premier and 
Cabinet; and, by the way, it was also going to merge Verve and Synergy.  

The announcement by the Premier has ultimately drawn attention to what his motivation might have been and 
where he thought he was getting support from. Of course, he told us at the time that he needed to do this because 
the chairmen of the two organisations asked him to: “Please, Premier could you merge us?” That has since been 
clearly demonstrated not to be the case. I have to say that it did not reflect well on the Premier that exactly what 
he had done had to be revealed in the Parliament. My colleagues have also canvassed that one of the interesting 
components of our opposition to the legislation is the question of who supports it or, more importantly, who does 
not support it. Certainly business does not support it and no business peak bodies support it. It was clear in the 
revelations in that letter that the boards of Verve and Synergy did not support it. I am not convinced by any 
means that the current minister supported it. I am not sure about the previous Minister for Energy’s private 
views. I think only one person in the state supports it and that is the guy who always assumes he is the smartest 
one in the room no matter who else is in the room with him, and that is the Premier. Nobody else I can think of 
supports it.  

I said at the outset of my comments that last night two members of the government spoke on this—Hon Jacqui 
Boydell and Hon Martin Aldridge. Their comments were interesting. Both referred to concerns that had been 
raised with them and their party by industry. It was refreshing that they revealed that, because if we listened to 
what other government members have had to say, to the extent they have said anything at all, we would think 
industry had not been making clear to government members their unhappiness at the decision. I turn first to Hon 
Jacqui Boydell’s comments, which I canvassed a little earlier. I am reading from the uncorrected Hansard of last 
night. She said — 

However, the need to now review that market to bring it back into a merged state to allow for a better 
future positioning of the privatisation of that market is where we stand today with this bill.  

She then went on to canvass what had happened since 2006. She mentioned that the total government subsidy to 
Synergy and Verve since disaggregation in 2006 was $2.5 billion. She did not talk about any dividends but about 
the disaggregation. She went on to say — 

With that in mind, I think the responsible decision is to acknowledge that change has to occur. We have 
to create a recalibration of the electricity industry that allows for future privatisation in a much more 
energetic way than it has been managed previously.  

That raises a serious question, I believe, about whether she is revealing something that nobody else in 
government has revealed to us so far; that is, the government’s intention is indeed to privatise, and that is what 
this is about: that we bring the two together with the intention of selling them. I invite the minister handling the 
bill to spell out for us the government’s intentions on privatisation.  

The other points Hon Jacqui Boydell makes, which also are interesting, are as follows — 

... I find it a little concerning that currently we are undergoing a detailed review of the structural aspects 
of the electricity market.  

I thought to myself at that point, “I wonder what review she is talking about? Has something been announced 
that I’ve missed because that’s pretty important.” I went looking.  

Hon Ken Travers: Looking, looking, looking!  

Hon SUE ELLERY: I did. I looked on the current Minister for Energy’s website to see whether he had made an 
announcement about a review that I do not know about and I looked on the Public Utilities Office website. Has 
some review been announced by it that I do not know about? When all else failed, I went to the shadow minister 
and asked whether he could tell me what Hon Jacqui Boydell might have been referring to when she said, “We 
are currently undergoing a detailed review of the structural aspects of the electricity market.” Our shadow 
minister, Bill Johnston, told me — 

Hon Kate Doust: Wonderful bloke! 

Hon SUE ELLERY: Indeed! 

He told me that Minister Nahan has publicly canvassed two reviews since the election, not by way of media 
release, but at public industry forums. However, he has not announced the terms of reference for either of them. 
Industry understands from what the minister has said—he has apparently said this in the presence of Bill 
Johnston at public industry events—that in respect to the first review, which I think is the one that 
Hon Jacqui Boydell was referring to, he intends to give a reference to the Economic Regulation Authority on 
renewables. However, so far there have been no terms of reference, no scope, no timing and no consultation. 
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That could relate to the review that Hon Jacqui Boydell referred to or it could be the other one that the Minister 
for Energy, Minister Nahan, referred to when he talked about referring to the Public Utilities Office, asking it to 
look at market rates. That might be the review that Hon Jacqui Boydell referred to but, again, there are no terms 
of reference, no scope, no timing and no consultation. I would welcome the former energy minister representing 
the current Minister for Energy on this bill adding to the information provided by Hon Jacqui Boydell about 
where this bill fits in the context of those two other reviews. The point Hon Jacqui Boydell intended to make was 
not to reveal to us that the review was going on; she said — 

… I find it a little concerning that currently we are undergoing a detailed review … That is … to be 
completed after this bill is potentially passed in this house, which is a concern.  

She was saying that the house is being asked to consider a bill, when at the same time a detailed review of the 
structural aspects of the electricity market was being conducted by government. I note for Hansard’s purposes 
that the minister handling the bill is shaking his head, and I look forward to him providing us with the 
information.  

Hon Peter Collier: I know they are mostly talking about cost pressures in a very generic sense. I will respond. 

Hon SUE ELLERY: Good. 
I am pleased the minister will reveal all — 

Hon Kate Doust: Not everything. 
Hon SUE ELLERY: It is getting late in the night and we are not getting that far. 

If government members, in their briefings about this bill to help them prepare their remarks for the second 
reading debate, are being told that a review is underway into the structure of the market, but the rest of us are not 
given that information and we do not know how this bill fits within that context, it is of concern. It demonstrates 
that the house does not have before it all the information that it needs. That is the point that Hon Jacqui Boydell 
was making. Her understanding of what the government is doing in terms of the review is what she said last 
night. She used the word “concern”. I will be so adventurous as to put words in her mouth and say that perhaps 
she thinks this is happening too early. To rely on her words in Hansard, she said to the house that it was of 
concern to her that we are considering the bill and that potentially it will be passed while there is this detailed 
review of the structural aspects of the electricity market.  
The second concern she raised was how we intend to manage this potential monopoly, even if for a short time. 
She went on to talk about two clauses of the bill. The point she made is that clause 22 of the bill provides for the 
segregation of functions so that the retail and wholesale arms of the merged entity can be managed separately so 
that competition garners the support of industry and the wider public. She said — 

To allay public fears of anti-competitive behaviour by the remerged entity, perhaps that clause could 
expressly state that the segregation powers in the bill will ensure that the merged corporation does not 
engage in anti-competitive practices.  

She did not go on to say that therefore she would move an amendment, but I am not sure how else she anticipates 
that she can achieve her goal of the clause expressly stating that other than by way of amendment. She also 
said — 

It is important to make clear the reasoning and importance of these segregation powers, and I urge 
members to consider that when we come to consider that clause of the bill. It is also important that 
under proposed amended section 75 satisfactory regulations are developed so that competitive 
principles enshrined in the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 are duly applicable to the merged 
Synergy and Verve corporations. That is essential for the ongoing future of the electricity market.  

We do not know what the regulations will be, so I am not sure how Hon Jacqui Boydell anticipates that she will 
be able to satisfy herself that that test has been met. But she did raise interesting questions that suggest to me that 
the solution is either that amendments are necessary or that there is policy detail that she, as a member of the 
government, agrees is not before the house and it should be. She went on to say — 

To allay concerns of some in the industry, perhaps the arrangements that have been made should be 
revisited, given the review currently underway which will probably not be reported upon until after the 
house has voted on the bill, and that in six to 12 months’ time, in line with the release of the current 
review, we revisit where we are and what improvements can be made in the electricity market.  

It is really interesting that a government member is saying this. She said — 
To allay concerns of some in the industry, — 

That is good; at least someone in the government is acknowledging that there are concerns in the industry —  
perhaps the arrangements that have been made should be revisited, — 
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What does that mean? Will consideration of the bill be stopped? She continued — 
… and that in six to 12 months’ time, in line with the release of the current review, … 

She told us that she believes that the review that we do not know about yet is going to be released in six to 12 
months’ time and that we should revisit it then and look at what improvements can be made to the electricity 
market after that review. I think that a lot more information has not been put before the house but clearly has 
been put before Hon Jacqui Boydell. She said — 

That would allow for immediate action to be taken and to show industry that the government is 
interested in the effects of the Verve and Synergy merger and its wider impacts on the economy. I 
would like to see that occur. It bodes well in our relationships with private investors in the current 
market and shows good governance around what is being created for the future. 

The interesting thing about that is that, in addition to it revealing clearly that there has been push-back from the 
industry and that National Party members have met with representatives of industry, she is suggesting that she 
would like to see us take a breath on this and think about it in the context of a review that she knows about but 
we do not know about. 
When I spoke with Bill Johnston about what he understood this review to be about, he said that, as he understood 
it, this was the government’s reaction to what he outlined during the election campaign Labor would have done 
if we had won. He took me to the comments he made during the election campaign that if Labor won power at 
the upcoming state election, it would restart the energy market reform process that began during its last term in 
office. He said that it would also commission the Public Utilities Office to investigate a pathway for further 
energy market reform. If that is the review that Hon Jacqui Boydell is talking about that Minister Nahan is 
conducting, I would like to know more about that. It is of concern that a member of the government is saying 
that we need to wait for that before we proceed with the bill. Alternatively, she appears to be suggesting that 
some amendments need to be made to the bill to take that review into account. 

The other government member who made comments last night was Hon Marty Aldridge. I thought he was being 
a bit cute in his description of the degree of consultation that occurred in the lead-up to this bill. Again, quoting 
from the uncorrected Hansard of last night, he said — 

We, too, as members of the National Party, have met with some of those private sector organisations to 
consider some of their concerns. 

He goes on — 

… I am advised by the minister that extensive consultation has taken place by both him and the merger 
implementation group—MIG—contrary to the views that some members have placed on the record in 
this place that there has not been consultation. The minister advises me that some 20 meetings have 
occurred between the government and the WA Independent Power Association Inc. Meetings and 
workshops have been held with key stakeholders, including the private sector electricity market 
participants, regulatory bodies and government agencies. 

What is cute about that, of course, is that all that consultation happened after the announcement, not before the 
announcement. The comments that Labor members have been making about the lack of consultation were based 
on the fact that this bill was not the result of extensive consultation—or any consultation, never mind 
extensive—with industry participants. Therefore, for Hon Marty Aldridge to suggest that we got it wrong and 
that the government had in fact been engaged in extensive consultation, when he knew full well that the list of 
consultations he read out had occurred after the announcement by the Premier in April that this would happen, 
was a bit disingenuous. All of that extensive consultation that the member referred to was after the horse, or in 
this case the Premier, had bolted ahead of everybody—including, I suspect, his cabinet colleagues—to show us 
again that he knows best and that the rest of industry is wrong. By contrast, what Hon Marty Aldridge referred to 
was extensive consultation that occurred post the announcement. The consultation that Labor Party members 
were talking about was the consultation that occurred before disaggregation in 2006. That is an important 
difference. Disaggregation was a big policy decision to make. All the evidence shows that it was the end result of 
a process of consultation—the complete opposite of what has happened with the bill that is before us now. 

Markets deal with policy issues all the time. They deal with election cycles. In Western Australia we now have a 
four-year election cycle and that has added more predictability with fixed terms. However, that is not the case at 
a federal level and in some other state jurisdictions as well. Markets therefore deal with that and they even deal 
with the vagaries of re-elected governments letting the wind go to their head, but what they value is certainty. 
Change is okay if they know that change is coming, but this change came out of nowhere and it is not good 
practice.  
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Hon Jacqui Boydell’s comments revealed a couple of things. Her referral to a merged state to allow for better 
future positioning for privatisation and her comment that there has to be a recalibration of the electricity industry 
that will allow for future privatisation are remarks that cast the unknown out there again. Is it the case that this is 
step one of a process of privatisation? If we go back to the second reading speech, there is reference to the 
merger being the first step of a broader reform process. Is that what Hon Jacqui Boydell was trying to tell us last 
night—that this is the first step towards privatisation? There is a serious difference between, on the one hand, the 
government managing private sector participation in a market in which the government owns the utilities and the 
utilities are therefore held in the hands of the public; and, on the other hand, complete privatisation of the 
market, in which the merged entity that we will create through this bill will no longer be in public hands. 

[Leave granted for the member’s speech to be continued at a later sitting.] 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Peter Collier (Leader of the House). 
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